
CASE STUDY 

Tulloch Timber (Nairn) Ltd 
  
  
Tulloch Timber is based in the Scottish highlands.  There has been a sawmill at Grigorhill for 60 

years.  They have  undergone major investment changes, with the only American high speed log 

carriage in Europe and the largest sawn timber sorting line, under one roof, in Europe. 

 

Limit employee exposure to harmful pollution. 

 Create a healthier and cleaner workplace. 

Increase productivity and reduce absenteeism. 

Smart Pollution Control 

Uncontrolled Fume & Dust Pollution? 

Non-COSHH Testing Extraction Equipment? 

Limited Clean Air within the Workshop? 



The Challenge 

 

 

 

After the sawmill had its renovations the client saw that there was a need to investigate 

the efficiency of the existing extraction system, and as production had increased dramati-

cally it became apparent that the old fan was no longer capable of extracting the amount 

of saw dust that was being produced.   

The existing extraction fan had a 45Kw motor providing an airflow of around 17,500 cubic 

metres per hour was found to be efficient for the mills previous operations, it was not 

efficient enough to extract the larger volumes of sawdust that they are now producing.  

The need to clean up manually in some of the areas where there was no extraction, was 

costing them more in labour. 



The Solution 

  

 

The main ducting is supported every 

2m with suspension rings and run at a 

high level then with connections to be 

made to lower level ducting for flexi-

ble hoses that will provide a vacuum 

for clean up. 

We replaced the old fan with an ATEX fan 

with the same motor size providing 

27,0003/h and able to remove much higher 

levels of dust from the process.   

This would also enable the extraction from 

an extra four machines that had no extrac-

tion system attached.   

The fan will also provide a clean-up system 

and all waste will be disposed of through the 

cyclone and into the existing pit, thus reduc-

ing the need to double handle waste.  The 

ducting is joined using an external coupling 

allowing for a smooth bore internally and to 

prevent any opportunity for blockages.   



Main Benefits 

The fan operates with more airflow providing much more dust capture.  During clean up 

times dampers on the blast can be closed automatically and the damper for clean-up would 

open.  All the air would transfer to the clean-up system enabling the work area to be vacu-

umed, allowing 4 to 5 people simultaneously to do this, saving a considerable amount of 

money on labour cost.   

The clean-up system comprises of a duct system that would run at a high level around the 

entire top section of the mill.  On each wall there are 5 plug in points where a 125mm 

“hoover” hose can be plugged in to vacuum the waste. The hose can be plugged into any of 

the points around the Mill.  We have based this on a total of 15 separate points to allow for 

full coverage.   

Waste collected would be sucked through the duct system and vented through the cyclone 

the same as what happens at present.   



Testimonial 

“Tulloch Timber ( Nairn) Ltd, holds the health and safety of its workforce as a primary busi-

ness operating area of focus. 

 

We already had an annual maintenance contract in place with a-mac, a specialist local busi-

ness for the existing extraction units in the sawmill, so it seemed practical and obvious to 

work with a-mac to plan for an upgraded extraction system.  

 

The management team at Tulloch Timber held a number of planning meetings with a-mac’s 

team looking at the best equipment options, and to plan for a smooth installation to mini-

mise disturbing production. 

The installation went smoothly and was completed on schedule and to budget. 

 

The management and workforce are pleased with the result of a more efficient and effec-
tive extraction and clean up system.”     

        Caroline Gordon - Director 
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